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SECTION E: miscellaneous

Photographs, films, audio tapes and prints

1002/4 Two black and white photographs of 9 Vesey Place, Dun Laoghaire,
County Dublin;
Black and white photographs: exteriors of a building [Clonyn Castle
?] and of a synagogue ambulance

n.d. 1940s

1005/3 Black and white photographs: children in an obstacle race at a sports
day; duplicates of passport sized photographs of Jewish refugee
children; children playing volley ball
Procession carrying a Torah
Plaque for Broder anniversary hall

n.d.

21/2 Black and white photograph of two houses taken from the garden n.d.

332/1 Black and white photographs of Jewish gravestones in a Jewish
cemetery and one of workmen rebuilding part of a stone wall
[photographer Daniel Zawadzki, Cracow]

n.d.

733/1 16mm film publicising the work of the Chief Rabbi's Religious
Emergency Council: one containing the `titled film' [WE 22783],
`Brussels' [HO 1095] which shows Jewish youth eating, playing and
working in an orchard, food distribution and the mobile synagogue
and `Edinburgh' [WE 22304, WE 2306], WE 22304 includes the
arrival of a ship ̀ Eastern Prince', refugees on deck and disembarking,
WE 2306 shows the refugees arriving at a station after disembarking
from the ship; a second containing the `titled film' and `Brussels'; 
two duplicates of ̀ Brussels'; duplicates of the two ̀ Edinburgh' films 

c.1947: later 
copies

734 16mm films publicising the work of the Chief Rabbi's Religious
Emergency Council: two duplicates of `WE 22783' which contains
titles for the films, titles for a film relating to Hertz and titles on work
for Jewish youth, the mobile synagogue and food distribution;
printing block of a group photograph of girls

c.1947: later 
copies

220 Printing blocks of text in Hebrew script and photographs of Chief
Rabbi Joseph Herman Hertz and a group of children

n.d.

218 Printing blocks of text in Hebrew script n.d.

1010/7 Printing plate, for the Bank Hapoalim, wishing every success n.d.

8/1 Prints of religious themes: Joseph interpreting the pharoah's dreams,
the nativity and one entitled `Then said Boaz that was set over the
reapers "whose damsel is that"'

1987

873/8 Pencil rubbing from a Jewish gravestone n.d.

Addresses, cards

925 Framed illustrated address presented to Schonfeld by the honorary
officers of the Adath Yisroel Synagogue to commemorate twenty five
years service

2 Dec 1958
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926 Address to Schonfeld by Dr Judith Grunfeld and friends [for his
seventieth birthday ?]

21 Feb 1982

930 Cards and address made by the children of the Jewish Secondary
School Movement for Solomon Schonfeld's seventieth birthday

1982

746/6 New Year cards c.1961-9

544/3 Calling cards, slips with addresses, postcards n.d.

Maps, plans

891/3 Photocopies of Ordnance Survey maps of areas in the Middle East,
scale 1:100,000, in Hebrew script

1924, 1961, 
1964

928 Plans for synagogues, abattoirs, community centres in Israel n.d.

Labels, posters, lists

1/3 Headed notepaper n.d.

48/2 Headed notepaper; carbons of correspondence; circulars n.d.

985 Sample letter heads for Schonfeld and the Jewish Secondary School
Movement and other organisations with which he was associated
Sample leaflets for the European Union of Orthodox Jewish
Communities; copies of the Jewish Secondary School Movement
bulletin, 1980 and of the rules and regulations of the Adath Yisroel
Synagogue, 1944

1944-80, n.d.

984 Sample letter heads for Schonfeld and the Jewish Secondary School
Movement and other organisations with which he was associated

n.d.

52/2 Notices that Schonfeld with speak at [blank] synagogue n.d.

544/2 Sticky labels for Kedassa n.d.

538/1 Red sticky labels for `the Schonfeld papers' n.d.

350/6 Jewish prisoners of conscience poster issued by the Board of Deputies n.d.

534/2 Old lists from Beth Hamedrash Chel Yisroel n.d.

892/3 List of names, which have been ticked off 1964-6

General

334/2 Autograph album
1925-7

804/2 Tallit

762/4 Candlesticks

211/1 Fabric binder for Torah




